
7.3.1: Portray the performance of the Institution in one area distinctive to its priority and thrust. 

At  graduation colleges ,preparing students for  life and for successful career is the main focus of 
the institution .to meet this objective ,a congenial atmosphere of academic and all round growth of 
student is provided in the campus .the whole effort is geared  towards creating professionally 
responsible culturally rooted ethically strong and academically sound the students. We are very keen 
and committed to make future citizens responsible in holding and leading the humanity on international 
platform and thus play a vital role in transformation of our country .As per the name our institute 
putting uncompromised efforts to shape bright career of students  

  We have well training wing which is no doubt best among the other colleges in state, for sure 
and cater to the requirement of our students. to pursue excellence we provide excellent training 
program throughout the year after the commencement of every session .extensive training sessions 
prepare our students to face challenges of life and to excel in different campus drives and thus to 
progress o the path of professionalism ,some specific firms conduct placement drives here .we regularly 
conduct spoken English classes  for students to enhance their English communication skills and make 
them to be competitive in this English communication dominant world as majority of our students as 
majority of our students are from rural areas . 

The institution frequently organizes social activities tom teach the youth to liberate 
downtrodden communities from poverty and other reasons ,so that we can instill the social values and 
obligations among them to enrich them not only professionally but in their social responsibility and 
human values . 

To set high standards and to excel in their career, we have excellent faculty to satisfy their 
knowledge appetite and face the world with confidence and  bring laurels to state and country . 
Research is an inevitable part of higher education .we focus on extensive research activities of faculty as 
well as students .our students actively engaged in research at graduate level. State level seminars are 
organized on frequent basis to give boost to research students  

We believe in progression on path of leadership with inclusion of high level of subject 
knowledge, caliber to deliver and apply it in real world with maintaining and profession ethics  

We build careerites that are professionally enriched, socially responsible, bear high moral 
values, emotionally stable and always dedicated to serve the country for excellence in various feels.   


